AD 11TH ERA (501 – 550 AD): 11TH SIGN CANCER “SORTING PEN: FAITH CRISIS”

**STAR PROPHECY**

The Hebrew name for the star sign is **Ausar** meaning “To Hold”, “To Bind”, or “To Keep”.

The Egyptians called this sign **Klaria** “Cattlefolds”.

There are no bright stars in **Cancer**, it is the dimmest constellation in the sky, barely visible on a clear night. Stars:

- **Tegmine** means “Holding”,
- **Acubene (Acubens)** “Sheltering” / “Hiding Place”
- **Ma’alaph** “Assembled Thousands”
- **Alhimearean** “The Kids”
- **Al Tarf** “The End”.

The **Beehive Cluster** in the center of **Cancer** is called **Praesepe** “The Manger” or “Multitude”.

The two stars either side of **Praesepe** are the famous **Aselli** “Two Donkeys”. One is **Asellus Australis** “South Donkey” and the other is **Asellus Borealis** “North Donkey”.

---

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

**Cancer** pictures the total subjection of God’s people to a tyrant with no affection for them.

The people realise the King is unfit to lead; he kills his own people; he is controlled by his wife.

- **513 AD** Emperor **Anastasis** imposed Miaphysite belief: appointing Patriarchs favorable to his view
- **517 AD** **Anastasius** chose **Justinian** as successor
- **525 AD** **Justinian** compromised godly principles by marrying the notorious harlot **Theodora**
- **527 AD** **Justinian** was crowned Emperor
- **Procopius** wrote: “All senators including patricians must prostrate before Justinian and Theodora. Government officials must lay face down and kiss the in-step of each of her feet.”

- **532 AD** Nika Chariot Riots. Justinian traps 30,000 citizens in the Hippodrome and has them killed.
- **537 AD** Cathedral **Hagia Sophia** is dedicated.
- **541 AD** Plague of Justinian: 25 million died (3 yrs)